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PROLOGUE [p. 7] 

 

In the first edition of the Cicerone, published in Basel in 1855, Jacob Burckhardt wrote on 

page 2 of his introduction: “Now it is my primary obligation to describe the substantial gaps 

in the study…: Turin and all of Piedmont.”  The determinant effect of a larger-than-life 

achievement on our research has rarely been advanced with such clarity.  Exactly three-

quarters of a century after publication of the pioneering Cicerone (a quarter millennium after 

Blaeu’s Theatrum) Piedmont – lying on the threshold to Italy – belongs even now to the 

unknown regions of the art historically most well-known country.  Even more than the 

scholarly desire to complete an artistic portrait of Europe, a particular affection drew me to 

this rich and wise country [i.e. Piedmont] that I got to know through singular personal 

experience, that granted me the loveliest periods of research in recent years, despite manifold 

ordeals, and among whose residents I have found friendship and interest in my work. 

 

The exploration of a part of this cultural region for art history is not possible without 

technical-journalistic work.  So my own photographs of the buildings feature prominently,  

photographs that I assembled in the course of five journeys by train and car – alone, and often 

with difficulty.  Further, the illustrations of old originals in archives and collections, which I 

took or commissioned myself; the engravings; and the newly drawn plans. What I could 

obtain from commercial photography studios is negligible.  I did not want to illustrate, but 

rather to clarify each building.  Apart from exhaustive technical preparations this requires a 

particular way of seeing and visual faculty.   I was bold enough to make a great number of 

well-considered oblique and foreshortened photos, since they correspond to the optical visual 

image as well as the will to representation [Darstellungswillen] of the Baroque architect.  

With this “post-creative” work I hope to have developed the general art historical visual 

perception of Baroque spatial and volumetric concepts. 

 

The accompanying essential research notes could not – as in semi-popular recent art historical 

photo publications – rely on rich preliminary studies. To a great extent they first had to be 

assembled.  Studies in various archives took a great deal of time.  Retaining my usual research 

methods, I constantly took pains to record important buildings genetically, in illustrations and 

with critical commentary.  The brief historical introduction will also undoubtedly be 

comprehensible without studying such critical observations, but only precise knowledge of 

these will fill in the smallest indications that bring the great theatricality of this building 

period to life.  The historical introduction and the Theatrum architectonicum are one of a 

piece, of which I particularly urge my disciplinary colleagues to take note.  As I avoided any 

kind of embellishment like in popular travel picture books, so too in the photographs I was on 

my guard against a dithyrambic style that deceptively seduces.   

 

My wish to unlock a new, unknown region for art history, [p. 8] to give this region the 

position it deserves, would have been impossible to fulfill by myself without endless help in 

Piedmont.  The invitation to speak publicly about my studies in Turin, the support of 

members of the Società Piemontese di Archeologia e Belle Arti, who already two years ago 



made me a corresponding member, created the broader foundation. I particularly thank the 

directors and heads of the public institutions that gave me any and all possibilities to work: 

the Archivio di Stato in Turin and that in Lucca, the Gabinetto dei Disegni at the Uffizi in 

Florence, the Accademia di San Luca in Rome, the Biblioteca nazionale and the Museo civico 

in Turin, the Staatliche Kunstbibliothek in Berlin, the Kupferstichkabinetten of Berlin, 

Munich, and Dresden, the Cabinet des Estampes of the Bibliothèque nationale, Paris.  In 

addition, a great many smaller civic and parish archives.  Here I would like to mention the 

warm memories of hospitality and kindness of numerous monsignori and ecclesiastical 

dignitaries.  Dr. Lazzareschi in Lucca, as director of the Archivio di Stato, personally helped 

me with my archival work. 

 

My thanks for personal assistance is befittingly addressed above all to the royal namesake of 

this region, S.A.R. il Principe di Piemonte, who made archival collections available to me and 

who himself arranged for photographs to be made of unpublished materials.  Similarly, S.A.R. 

il Duca di Genova supported my work.  To name all of you, my dear and honored 

acquaintances in Turin, is impossible.  Take my thanks to the president of the SPABA 

Eugenio Olivero, the distinguished researcher, as thanks to all of you, and as assurance of my 

constant loyal remembrance.  If I especially emphasize you, dear Dr. Lorenzo Rovere, it 

happens because I know better than you yourself that without you and your always willing, 

unconditional help over many years, even more gaps would remain in the critical commentary 

than are now already there. 

 

The Notgemeinschaft der deutschen Wissenschaft contributed a high sum to the printing 

costs, without which the price would have become prohibitive.  The Verein der Freunde der 

Kölner Universität enabled the company of the architect Stürmer on one trip for new plan 

drawings.  The Italian R. Ministero dell’Educazione Nazionale in Rome – through the 

intervention of the Royal Italian general consul Pullino in Cologne, who – as a Piedmontese – 

showed strong interest in my work early on, chose to support the publication of the study with 

a substantial subscription.  The photographer Pedrini in Turin often fulfilled challenging 

desiderata.  I cordially thank you, dear, valued friend, whose name appears on the third page.  

You are not an aficionado of many words, but a friend of deeds. Yours will remain 

unforgotten for me.  It did me a great service, and an even greater one – I hope – for 

scholarship.  May the scholar’s achievement appear adequate to you. 

 

Valbella, January 1931, AEB 

 

 

 

 

[p. 9] HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION 

 

Art within Europe is not only rooted in place in its great achievements; it is also a collector 

and propagator of the general European culture.  In its greatest achievements, however, it 

enhances the complete heritage, and yet wins the individual character of the unsurpassed.  

Piedmontese architecture of the high Baroque possesses such character.  It did not develop out 

of a home-grown Baroque.  Manifold external influences had a considerable part in the 

evolution of the style.  But only on Piedmontese soil, in its special atmosphere, could the 

vigor unfold and lead to wonderful achievement. If all the highest architectural 

accomplishments of the European eighteenth century bear a feudal character, so also in Italy, 

a political-feudal power center had to give necessary impulses, to gather the dispersed, and to 



make subservient to creative will, simultaneously and similarly vital in both architects and 

patrons. 

 

Beyond the middle of the seventeenth century, Piedmontese buildings – represented by the 

Castellamonte or a Lanfranco - thoroughly bear the imprint of the late Renaissance, at best of 

the early Baroque.  Remarkably, after a strong impulse around 1600 under Carlo Emanuele I 

(1580-1630), grand duke of Savoy and king of Cyprus, who in his relations with Vitozzi 

already created that tie between dynasty and architect that is characteristic for Piedmont.  

Only partially explicable through the influence of the – in artistic matters – academically 

restrained French culture, which was transmitted through family ties with the Bourbon court.  

Madama Reale Cristina, the consort of the prematurely deceased Vittorio Amedeo I (1630-

37), longtime regent for the minor Carlo Emanuele, was a daughter of Henri IV of France.  

During these decades Piedmont stood with its back to Italy and Italian Baroque culture.  

Relations with Rome and its leading master Bernini have the character – just as those French 

ones of the Louis XIV period – of an occasional consultation.  The largest building near 

Turin, the Castello del Valentino, is in the French manner. 

 

Economic and political strengthening under the  reign of a Carlo Emanuele II (+1675) implies 

a strengthening of independently creative architectural vigor.  After brief hesitation, [p. 10] as 

expressed in the construction of the Cappella della Santissima Sindone, the connections and 

development set in with a jolt: after a rapid tour of Europe, the Modenese Guarini finds a 

creative home in Piedmont, and that is a man’s dearest home. The clever spiritual-intellectual 

type of the Pater Architectus appears, more than just an employee of a feudalistic society, 

suggestively and independently giving impetus to construction of churches and palaces 

simultaneously.  Commissions from the court, particularly also from Emanuele Filiberto of 

the cadet line of Savoia-Carignano (enthroned in 1838), and commissions from the clergy in a 

broad manner give Guarini the possibility to make the city’s countenance more earnest, 

ceremonial, and grand in one and a half decades. 

 

War is decline for an agriculturally highly cultivated land with feudalistic large property 

holders and intensive peasant leasing, and even minor military events interrupt building 

activity.  Yet the elasticity immediately after the end of war is astonishing.  Peace means rapid 

riches.  Again the court takes the initiative in building after the Piedmontese – French 

skirmishes at the beginning of the 1690s, supported through the tradition of a lively Guarini 

school. This tradition is, however, endangered from the inside through court attitudes that - 

despite political friction - look to Versailles and Paris, that stand on the threshold of 

disdaining its own nascent vigor and pursuing foreign fashions.  They begin with French 

gardens in Racconigi and Venaria Reale, they listen to French critiques of their own projects, 

they await French architects. 

 

The French-Piedmontese war from 1704-1710, a small spectacle on the great imperial-royal 

battle stage, creates the imperial national consciousness.  The turn away from France brings – 

artistically – a conscious turn to Italian art.  Vittorio Amedeo II (1675-1730), King of Sicily 

since 1713, then, in exchange, of Sardinia, finds the royal architect in Rome, the very great 

Juvarra, architetto dei sovrani e sovrano degli architetti.  Vigor and fantasy of the king as 

well as of the architect enliven the entire architectural enterprise.  The nobility and the church 

show no reserve.  Finally, the countenance of Turin determines itself, at once radiant and 

representational. Like seed sown, a third generation of architects emerges under his successor 

Carlo Emanuele III.  Astonishing, seen nowhere else, is the number [p. 11] among them 

drawn from the nobility.  The range of their talents spans from the clever, pre-classicist 



scholarly type Conte Alfieri to the genial talent from local tradition, Vittone – both 

Piedmontese by birth. 

 

Three names of architects are mentioned in this book title: Guarini, Juvarra, Vittone.  They 

characterize riches and versatility, determine heights and divisions: the scholar of the waning 

seventeenth century; the effortlessly creative artist from the early eighteenth century, royal 

negotiator in special missions, known at European courts, abbot and Seigneur at once; and the 

just-an-architect of the middle of the eighteenth century, who prefers go by the bureaucratic 

title Ingegnere.  The first two have European standing, the last, however, is the great unknown 

Piedmontese.  In the course of almost exactly one century, from 1668 to 1770, they provide 

the basis, all heights of sacred and profane architecture, a long fading glory. 

 

Guarino Guarini (17.1.1624-6.3.1683) was born in Modena, and this city of bricks gave him 

an unwavering love for heavy, tough individual forms, for brick architecture, and for 

fantastically varied shaped bricks, in whose ornament he melded Nordic baroque forms.  

From 1640 to 1647, as a very young novice of the Theatine order, he pursued spiritual, 

philosophical, scientific and architectural studies in Rome.  Borromini’s church San Carlo alle 

Quattro Fontane was just finished, San Ivo [sic] under construction.  There were stimulations 

for him, but no real training.  In Modena he dabbles in architecture and as a professor of 

philosophy.  Then he teaches philosophy, and simultaneously builds churches, in Messina, in 

Paris and probably also in Lisbon: Spanish-Arabic forms are just as evident in his dome 

constructions as classical French considerations in his detailing.  In Paris his Placita 

philosophica is published in 1665.  But only the Turin court fully turned him into an architect 

with philosophical and very particular mathematical interests: Architettura dipende della  

Matematica [sic: dalla].  The level of his mathematical imagination for volumes, space, and 

especially his vaults is astonishing.  One hundred years before Monge, his drawings and texts 

give the foundations of a Géometrie descriptive.  The self-assessment of Lionardo [sic] da 

Vinci, “whoever is not a mathematician should not read me” can also be applied to Guarini.  

Because without geometric imagination., Guarini’s architecture  is neither [p. 12] able to be 

seen nor experienced.  This eminent gift of volumetric and spatial imagination became the 

basis of all Piedmontese Baroque architecture.  A characteristic school emerges, some still 

assistants of Guarini: Baroncelli, Garoue [sic].  The ranks close as, in 1737, Vittone edits 

Guarini’s manuscript Architettura civile, probably originally planned for one mathematical- 

theoretical volume, and one with plates illustrating his own built [sic] works. 

 

There are subsidiary currents.  Gallo once again goes through the development from the High 

Renaissance through to Baroque all by himself.  The Genoese Ricca, as well as Planteri, recall 

Genoese halls and Milanese details.  There is a danger that Piedmontese architecture around 

1700 will drift off toward the French. 

 

Obtaining Filippo Juvarra (16.6.1676 – 31.1.1736) for the Turin court, for Piedmont, and thus 

definitively for Italy, has something fateful- felicitous about it, especially as this talent could 

have left for Germany or France in an internationally networked Europe.  Some research has 

tried to make Juvarra into an interpreter of French architectural attitudes within the Italian 

Baroque.  A fundamentally erroneous conclusion, developed out of the similarity of the 

classical formal language.  Because the concept of relief, the kind of proportion and grandeur 

is totally different at a Palazzo Madama than at the Palace of Versailles.  What of general 

articulation, the often antique refinement of details by Juvarra is called classic French, is 

simply classic and the property of the Italian nation, before it was stabilized by the French 

classic; vital particularly also as a kind of pre-classicism for the Roman architectural school 

from 1700 on.  The young man from Messina follows its main representative, Carlo Fontana.  



In his early sketchbooks there are drawings of the third story of the Palazzo Farnese courtyard 

next to others after the famose Arch.etto Caval. Francesco Boromino, the Colosseum, and 

Arch of Titus; later designs such as the Pensiero per la facciata della Piazza Vittoria (Torino, 

Museo Civico) repeat the motifs of Palazzo Vidoni by Raphael, and Juvarra even attentively 

noted early Renaissance buildings.  A historicizing tendency is unmistakable in many of his 

buildings.  But all of these are generally Italian characteristics, not imitations of the French.  

And in stark contrast to such schooling stand the fantasy and creative imagination of the 

architect, which find their [p. 13] most free expression in theatrical scenery. An inextricable 

synthesis of both [stylistic] directions, that gave the entire Italian Baroque energy and 

excitement, now appears in an extreme form, a “synthesis despite” is Juvarra’s achievement, 

attained without any exertion.  These strong tensions go into Juvarrian detail, into the 

ornaments, where noble antique simplicity melds with the remains of that Sicilian opulence as 

it appears at the end of the seventeenth century in Santa Zita in Palermo, the Cappella del 

Crocifisso of the cathedral of Monreale, as in the ruins of the Chiesa dell’Annunziata dei 
Teatini in Messina, destroyed by earthquake.  Already at age twenty-five, Juvarra transformed 

such decorations on the festival apparatuses for the entry of the Spanish king Philip V in 

Messina.  They are preserved in small, sketchy engravings (Paris, Cabinet des Estampes) and 

are the earliest examples of the architect’s creativity.  Such a synthesis could occur on both a 

large and small scale, because an independent “genius talent” applied itself to a project.  
Therein lies the importance of Juvarra beyond just Italy, therein lies his international 

importance.  An importance that he could only achieve because it rooted itself in Piedmontese 

soil and here, on Guarini’s foundations, after brief unsteadiness, could further shape and find 

its own style, which one can call the Italian-Classic-Fantastic, in brief, the programmatic 

European Style of the eighteenth century. Because Juvarra surpasses more richly and grandly 

the theatrical components of this style, on the other hand he is of such an antique-classical 

discipline, that he becomes the architectural protagonist of a Winckelmann, a precursor of the 

ornamental engraver Delafosse. 

 

The felicity of his commissions is particularly great.  Dream and reality merge.  Architectural 

fantasies of his youth can be realized by the mature man.  Preliminary sketches of small scale 

may grow large, instead of being beset and weakened by reality.  The royal client Vittorio 

Amedeo II, who hired him in 1714 on the recommendation of Cardinal Ottoboni, is more than 

a representative patron.  Juvarra becomes for him an important court figure, sent – as the great 

Fleming [i.e. Rubens] – for political assignments, through Europe and back and forth between 

Turin and Rome, capable in the glory of his achievements beyond Turin and Italy to represent 

the position of Piedmont.  He enlivens everything.  Lackluster building projects move ahead 

with joyful impetus; his sketches become [p. 14] inspiration for stucco artists and goldsmiths.  

In his light, the other stars fade or they begin to reflect his radiance  Sacchetti accompanies 

him like a moon from the beginning, Alfieri, Scapita, Vittone Galletti, Rana, Bonvicino and 

so many others willingly absorb his influence.  This most free of artistic spirits, in whose 

cleverly calculating manner the Lucca expertise gives insight, who nonetheless never had 

anything printed, formed – without wanting to – a school of independent talents, and thus had 

the enviable success of the dominant master.  With the Juvarra era, the artistic conquest of 

Europe by Piedmont, already begun through Guarini’s impact, becomes a diplomatic fact. 

 

A long afterglow of this most grand architectural era of Piedmont under one of the grandest 

European architects, well past the middle of the eighteenth century!  It is almost irrelevant 

that the Piedmontese Bernardo Vittone (1704/05 to 19.10. 1770) wins the first prize of the 

Concorso Clementino in Rome in 1732, twenty-seven years after Juvarra.  Because his 

formation has nothing to do with Roman architecture.  As he edits Guarini’s Architettura 

civile, so too is his early building in Vallinotto in the Guarinian manner, a manner soon 



clarified by Juvarra’s examples.  As a Piedmontese architect he creates in this kingdom of 

high architectural ambitions a parallel to the splendor of colored light that the northern Italian 

[painting] schools of the eighteenth century develop.  The streams of light of his domes - 

never dancing playfully or fairy-like, but rather grand, cheery, over-rich in their gradations, 

never refined, but always directed in a clever, masculine way - offer the most beautiful 

architectonic light theatrics of the Italian rococo.  If during Vittone’s period a classicism 

already introduced by Juvarra becomes more and more admixed – and that happened long 

before Winckelmann, not in the manner of Mengs, but that of Batoni – so too this retained a 

distinctive Piedmontese inflection until the end of the eighteenth century. 

 

Piedmont gives Italy an Italian architecture that in continuation of the moribund Roman 

architecture, carried by national-political powers and no longer those of church politics, 

represents a parallel to the final Baroque development in the northern Alpine countries 

Austria, Germany, and France.  It offers the loveliest proof for constant parallel development 

of European [p. 15] art, the recognition of which is the reward of an art historical discipline 

undertaking inter-European research, not specialized in partial national problems.  This Italian 

rococo, which only occasionally leans into French Louis XV ornament, is a very national 

style, yet inseparable from the European context, taking, but – even more – giving at the same 

time.  It has symbolic meaning when Guarini, toward the end of his career, is called to 

Munich to lead construction of the Theatine church by the Bavarian electress Adelaide of 

Savoy – his influence even before 1700 via Austria to Bohemia and Franconia can be traced 

through the Dientzenhofer school all the way to Balthasar Neumann.  And this great German, 

in turn, leads the way for Juvarra’s creative ideas.  Prince Eugene of Savoy, in years of 

military campaigns the co-savior of Piedmont from French domination, has his grand 

Belvedere palace in Vienna built by Lucas von Hildebrandt, a native of Genoa, who himself 

was active in Piedmont as a fortress architect.  Does it astonish that this palace, in its details 

as well as its entirety, shows Piedmontese characteristics that hark back to the details of 

someone like Amedeo Castellamonte? That such influences spill over in the constant relations 

of the courts from Vienna to Würzburg?  The publication of the Guarini oeuvre by Vittone in 

1737 influenced countless German architects just as much as the migration of Italian building 

craftsmen and stucco artists from northern Piedmont makes its mark in Switzerland and 

southern Germany.  Doesn’t the French rococo owe more to Piedmont than the French 

researcher would tend to admit?  Because Meissonier, influential for French ornament work, 

comes from Turin.  Even if his design for the facade of Saint Sulpice in Paris remained 

unexecuted – it drew enough notice to have an effect. The relations with Spain are open, since 

they were established by Juvarra and Sacchetti at the request of the Spanish crown, and this, 

although the Roman curia took pains to have its architect Fuga inserted after the death of the 

great Turinese master.   

 

Piedmontese architecture of the high Baroque is the crowning achievement of the great 

project of Italian Baroque architecture.  It simultaneously was a gift to the European world. 
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